[Effect of a constant magnetic field on the bioelectric activity of epileptogenic foci in the rabbit brain].
The effect of a constant magnetic field (CMF) on the hypersynchronic activity foci produced by penicillin microinjections to the rabbit hippocampus or sensorimotor cortex was investigated. The control animals showed a higher epileptiform activity in the left than in the right hemisphere. The CMF exposure enhanced the difference between the hemispheres, increased drastically the number of epileptiform discharges between attacks and the number of electrographic correlates of attacks in hippocampal foci. The epileptiform activity of cortical foci was practically independent of the CMF exposure. It is assumed that the CMF influences oxidative processes in neurocytes and facilitates their epileptization. This also induces a hyperactivity focus in the hippocampus whose threshold of convulsive attacks is the lowest among the central nervous system structures, the cortex including.